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Abstract 

Coverage preservation and prolonging lifetime are the fundamental issues in wireless sensor 
networks. Due to the large variety of applications, coverage is subject to a wide range of 
interpretations. Some applications require that every point in the area is monitored by only 
one sensor while other applications may require that each point is covered by at least k 
sensors (k>1) to achieve fault tolerance. Hence, it is desirable to activate a minimum number 
of sensors that are able to ensure coverage area and turn off some redundant sensors to save 
energy and therefore extend network lifetime. Furthermore, determining a minimum number 
of active sensors is based on the degree coverage required and its level. In this paper, we 
propose a cluster-based efficient-energy coverage scheme called CSA_VS (Cluster-based 
Scheduling Algorithm–Virtual Sensor) to ensure the full coverage of a monitored area while 
saving energy. CSA_VS uses a novel sensor-scheduling scheme based on the k-density and 
the remaining energy of each sensor to determine the state of all the deployed sensors to be 
either active or sleep as well as the state durations. Simulation results showed that CSA_VS 
provides better performance in terms of the number and the percentage of active sensors to 
guarantee the area coverage compared to other algorithms. 

Keywords: Cluster-based, Energy-efficient, k-coverage, Sensor-scheduling, Virtual sensor.  
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1. Introduction  

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensor nodes deployed 
over a geographical area for monitoring physical phenomena like temperature, humidity, 
vibrations, seismic events, and so on [1]. These sensor nodes collaborate on a global sensing 
task and deliver required data to one or more remote sinks. Typically, a sensor node is a tiny 
device that includes three basic components: a sensing subsystem for data acquisition from 
the physical surrounding environment, a processing subsystem for local data processing and 
storage, and a wireless communication subsystem for data transmission. Sensor nodes are 
usually powered by lightweight batteries, and replacing or recharging these batteries is often 
not feasible because sensor nodes may be deployed in a hostile or unpractical environment. 
Moreover, WSN should have a lifetime long enough to fulfill the application requirements. 
Thus, low power consumption becomes a critical factor to be considered, especially in the 
design of algorithms and network protocols at all layers of the network architecture. 

In WSNs, sensors are generally deployed in large number to observe an area; it results 
from that the emergence of points within the area monitored which are covered by several 
sensors. So, to save energy, it should be necessary to schedule the sensor activity such that to 
allow redundant sensors to enter the sleep mode as often and for as long as possible. To 
design such a sensor-scheduling scheme, one should answer the following questions: (1) 
Which rule should each sensor follow to determine whether to enter active mode or sleep 
mode? (2) How long should a sensor remain in the active mode? (3) How well an area is 
monitored or tracked by sensors. 

Several works addressed the problem of active sensor selection, also known as 
sensor-scheduling, in WSNs [2,3]. However, at the best of our knowledge, our work is the 
first attempt that implies the position of a sensor represented by its k-density and its 
remaining energy to select the active sensors. Moreover, we tackled the problem of selecting 
a reduced set of active sensors among the deployed sensors so that these sensors ensure the 
full k-coverage of the monitored area where each position in the area is monitored by at least 
k (k ≥ 1) sensors. The good choice of this set is essential because it could reduce energy 
consumption, and thus prolongs network lifetime. 

In this paper, we considered the problem of sensor-scheduling activities to guarantee area 
coverage while maximizing network lifetime. For that, we proposed a cluster-based 
energy-efficient coverage algorithm called CSA_VS (Cluster-based Scheduling Algorithm – 
Virtual Sensor) to deal with the problem of preservation coverage and the problem of saving 
energy. We used clustering approach because it permits to save energy by avoiding frequent 
communication collisions and redundant messages in a sensor network since only the 
cluster-heads that are responsible for transmitting the collected data to the remote sink, 
directly or via multi-hop transmission mode. Moreover, CSA_VS determines whether every 
point on the monitored area of a wireless sensor network is covered by k (k ≥ 1) sensors or 
not. 

CSA_VS is performed as follows: first, it schedules sensor activities to maintain the full 
area coverage based on the algorithm presented in [4]. Then, it evaluates the coverage ratio of 
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the area using virtual sensor approach. If this coverage ratio is lower than the ratio required, 
CSA_VS would improve it while activating other sensors. Moreover, when the coverage ratio 
is less than 100% then there are holes in the monitored area i.e. points not covered in the 
monitored area. The emergence of these holes may be due to the failure of sensors or there 
exist sensors in sleeping mode in these regions. 

The simulation results showed that CSA_VS carries out the coverage degree required for 
various areas inside the monitored area, and that is more powerful than some centralized and 
located k-coverage algorithms as LPA, CKA and PKA [5]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide the necessary 
preliminary information for describing our scheme; Section 3 reviews several k-coverage 
algorithms that have been previously proposed; in Section 4, we present our novel 
sensor-scheduling scheme; and Section 5 presents a performance analysis of the proposed 
scheme. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss future research work in Section 6. 

 

2. Background of the coverage problem 

The sensors are usually deployed with large number and their sensing areas are 
overlapped between the neighbors, which leads to a large number of redundant sensors. 
Hence, we can active a reduced number of sensors able to ensure full area coverage and turn 
off some redundant nodes to save energy. Furthermore, determining a minimum number of 
active sensors is based on the degree coverage required and its level. If each position in the 
area is monitored by at least k (k ≥ 1) sensors, the sensor network is said to be a k-coverage 
sensor network where k is the coverage degree. Moreover, when the coverage is less than 
100% then there are holes in the monitored area i.e. points not covered in the monitored area. 
The emergence of these holes may be due to failure of sensors or their disabling. 

To facilitate the future description, we first define some terms and notations used by our 
approach. We view a wireless sensor network from a sensing perspective. 

 

2.1. Notations and assumptions 

We adopt the following notations and assumptions throughout the paper. 

- Consider a set of sensors S = {s1, s2,…, sn }, distributed in a two-dimensional Euclidean 
plane P, 

- Define A as the area where sensors are initially deployed, 
- Each sensor is placed in A at coordinates (xi,yi) and it knows its own location, 
- The sensing region of each sensor is a disk, centered at the sensor, with radius Rs, its 

sensing range, 
- Assume that all sensors have the same sensing range Rs, 
- Assume that each sensor has omnidirectional antenna i.e. it can do 360° observation. 
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2.2. Sensing model 

2.2.1 Coverage area 

The sensing region of a sensor si placed at coordinates (xi, yi) is represented by the 
surface: A(si)={X ∈P | d(X,Xi) ≤ Rs } where d(X,Xi) is the Euclidean distance between sensor 
si and each point of the plane P. A(si) represents the maximal circular area centered at a sensor 
si that can be covered by si. The radius of A(si) is called sensor si’s sensing range. We also 
define the coverage A(T) of a sensor set T = {s1, s2, ...,sp}, as the union of sensing area 
covered by each sensor in T i.e. A(T) = A(s1) ∪ A(s2) ∪..A(sp). We said that T covers fully an 
area of targets A if and only if A⊆A(T). 

2.2.2 1-coverage point 

A point p∈A is covered by a sensor si if it is within the sensing range of si: 

p is covered by si ⇔ p∈A(si). 

We define the set of sensors that covers a point p∈A by: 

Cover(p) = {si ∈S| p ∈A(si) } 

If Cover(p) ≠ ∅, p is covered by at least one sensor otherwise it is a hole in the 
monitored area.  

2.2.3 k-coverage point 

A point p∈A is k-covered if it is in the sensing range of at least k sensors: 

p is k-covered ⇔ |Cover(p)| ≥ k 
where |Cover(p)| is the cardinality of the set Cover(p).  

2.2.4 1-coverage area 

A specific area A is said 1-covered by a set of sensors S if and only if each point p within 
A is covered by at least one sensor of S: 

A is 1-covered ⇔  ∀p∈A  Cover(p) ≠ ∅  

2.2.5 k-coverage area 

A specific area A is said k-covered by a set of sensors S if and only if each point p within 
A is covered by at least k sensors of S: 

A is k-covered ⇔  ∀p∈A  |Cover(p)| ≥ k  

Considering a number k, k-coverage problem is a decision problem whose goal is to 
determine if each point in A is k-covered or not. We define k-coverage area where k 
represents the minimal number of sensors that cover each point p of the area A: 

k=min {|cover(p)| ∀p∈A} 
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3. Related work 

Due to the large variety of applications area coverage could take several forms. For 
example, in the least sensitive applications such as the monitoring of the agricultural fields, 
we can conceive coverage protocols wherein each point in the monitored area is observed by 
only one sensor and in certain cases these protocols do not guarantee the full coverage area 
necessarily. However, in the sensitive applications like military applications or those related 
to the security, it should be necessary to ensure the coverage of each point within the 
monitored area by more than one sensor to achieve fault tolerance. 

In this section, we present existing work related to each of the two forms of coverage: 
1-coverage and k-coverage. 

 

3.1. 1-coverage 

Ye et al. [6] have proposed an area coverage algorithm called PEAS (Probing 
Environment and Adaptive Sleeping) for asynchronous sensor networks. In PEAS, the 
sensors use a simple rule to decide about their activities. If a sensor does not find another 
active sensor in its probing range, it will become active; otherwise it returns to the sleeping 
mode. The sensors pass to active mode based on a threshold distance P separating them from 
their neighbors and an active sensor remains waked up until it undergoes a failure or its 
battery is exhausted. Then, the sensors that are in sleeping mode, replace the failing sensors 
being in their vicinity, which it makes PEAS as a fault-tolerant protocol. This technique may 
not be desirable because the density of active sensors will degrade over time. Moreover, the 
failure of sensors could cause network division into unconnected sub-networks and create 
isolated sensors. Furthermore, in an environment where the main cause of sensors’ failure is 
batteries depletion, it is desirable to balance energy consumption among all sensors of the 
network. For that, the selection of active sensors should be done periodically and based on 
several factors such as remaining energy and k-density. In addition, PEAS does not guarantee 
full coverage area unless a close relationship should be established between the distance 
threshold P and the sensing range Rs. 

In [7], Gui and Mohapatra have proposed an extension of PEAS, called PECAS (Probing 
Environment and Adaptive Sleeping Collaborating) to overcome PEAS’ limitations. In 
PECAS, a node remains in active mode only for a period given unlike PEAS where an active 
node remains in this state until it suffers a failure or it exhausts its battery. 

Cai et al. [8] have developed an area coverage protocol for asynchronous sensor 
networks called ACOS (Area-based Collaborative Sleeping). This protocol improves PECAS 
performance and introduces the collaboration concept in order to balance energy consumption 
among sensors. In ACOS, a sensor can be in one of the following states: passive, active, 
pre-active or pre-passive and each sensor is able to calculate the portion of its surface which 
is not covered by any other sensor. A sensor u becomes active if the surface of its portion not 
covered by its 1-neighbors exceeds a certain threshold during a given period Tw. Therefore, u 
and the 1-neighbors of its neighbors may switch to active mode simultaneously. In addition, 
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in ACOS, it is difficult to coordinate between the sensors that are in pre-passive mode and 
want to switch to passive mode. 

In [9], the authors have presented a random sleep algorithm for area coverage. In this 
algorithm, a sensor can switch to passive mode if it obtains permission from its 1-neighbors. 
This permission includes the period during which the sensor will remain in the passive state. 
Furthermore, before sending permission, there are information exchanges between sensors 
about the energy level of their batteries. Thus, a sensor that is in the active state and with low 
energy level tends to become passive contrary to a sensor that has more energy. Although, 
this algorithm involves the energy criterion for selecting active sensors and that has a 
distributed aspect, it could generate a large number of active sensors that would have a 
negative impact on network lifetime. 

In [10], Sheu et al. have proposed a localized algorithm based on priority sensors for 
selecting active sensors knowing the priorities of their neighbors. Initially, each sensor u 
sends its priority to its 1-neighbors within its sensing area. Then, it considers the perimeter 
portions of its neighbors with highest priority being in its sensing area. If these portions are 
covered by other neighbors with high priority then u could pass to passive mode. Moreover, 
the set of the active sensors is enough to construct a tree connected being used to transmit 
information from each sensor to the base station. 

In [11], the authors proposed a technique for the problem of the area coverage. They 
assumed that all sensors have the same radius of sensing and communication and the sensing 
range is equal to the communication range. Initially, each sensor u sends a HELLO message 
to establish the list of its 1-neighbors. Then, it evaluates the areas covered by each one of its 
1-neighbors using area-perimeter approach. If all surfaces covered by its neighbors cover its 
sensing area during a random period, u can become passive. The process is repeated until 
each sensor in the network decides its statute. However, in this technique, if an active sensor 
disappears without advising its neighborhood i.e. when its battery is exhausted or it fails, then 
its sensing area could be considered when evaluating areas covered by its active neighbors. 

In [12], Zhang and Hu proposed an algorithm based on the geographical density control 
(Optimal Geographic Density Control) called OGDC. OGDC can configure a sensor network 
so that it provides full area coverage, network connectivity and energy conservation. 
Moreover, OGDC tries to optimize the number of active sensors by reducing the overlapped 
area between the active sensors. OGDC is carried out after each period during which each 
sensor decides to be active or passive. The starting node broadcasts a power-on message in a 
random direction along which active nodes are found. A sensor decides to turn off if it covers 
an intersection point between two active sensors and if it minimizes the overlapped area with 
active sensors. However, the authors have not shown how is chosen the sensor that should 
initiate the sensor-scheduling process? And, how could we solve the problem of conflict 
when several sensors simultaneously initiate the sensor-scheduling process? Moreover, the 
technique used to choose the active nodes do not take into account the ability of a sensor to 
perform area coverage, so it may choose nodes with low remaining energy as active nodes. In 
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addition, selecting active nodes phase generates high latency since only one sensor is chosen 
to initiate the sensor-scheduling process. 

All works presented above deal with the 1-coverage problem in WSNs. However, if the 
monitored area presents some important regions which require a permanent monitoring, it is 
thus essential to observe these regions by several sensors to achieve fault tolerance caused by 
sensors failure. In this case, it is the k-coverage problem. 

 

3.2. k-coverage 

In most works, k-coverage problem consists to find a minimal set of active nodes where 
every position within monitored area is covered by at least k sensors. Accordingly, several 
approaches were proposed in the literature. In [13,14], the authors choose a random subset of 
active nodes to maintain area coverage while reducing energy consumption. However, with 
this technique, it is difficult to be sure that the monitored area is fully covered. In [15,16], the 
authors proposed distributed cluster-based protocols to maintain area k-coverage. However, 
the overhead generated by these protocols is very high. 

Huang and Tseng [17] have proposed solutions to deal with k-coverage problem. These 
solutions are based on checking the perimeter of each sensor’s sensing range where the 
sensing area of each sensor is modelled by a unit disk. The authors proved that the area 
monitored is fully k-covered if the perimeter of the sensing area of each sensor is k-covered. 
However, the running time of the algorithm is θ(n2*log n) in the worst case for a set of n 
sensors. In [18], So and Ye proposed an improved modelling. They used the concept of order 
k Voronoï diagrams [19] to build a verifier algorithm. They proved that if all vertices of a 
bounded Voronoï diagram are sufficiently covered then the whole area is covered. The 
running time of the algorithm is bounded by the construction time of the Voronoï diagram 
which is θ(n* log n + n*k2) [20]. These solutions did not address the k-coverage problem and 
they did not propose distributed algorithms. 

In [21], Tian and Georganas have proposed an extension of the algorithm presented in 
[11] dealing with preserving k-coverage problem in wireless sensor networks. This algorithm 
uses a sensor-scheduling scheme to guarantee that the level of coverage of the monitored area 
after turning off some redundant sensors remains the same. Hence, if there are more sensors 
than necessary, we may turn off some redundant nodes to save energy. These sensors may be 
turned on later when other sensors exhaust their energy. However, this extension requires a 
great number of control messages. 

Zhou et al. [22] presented a greedy approach to solve the area coverage problem using 
connected sets. The greedy approach consists to find a set of sensors called M to ensure the 
area coverage so that the communication graph induced by M is connected. Each point in the 
monitored area is covered by at least k sensors in M. However, the complexity of this greedy 
algorithm is very high in terms of messages exchanged between sensors to construct the set 
M. Moreover, the messages exchanged may be corrupt and their sizes are potentially large. 
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In [23], Wang et al. have proposed a distributed configuration coverage protocol (CCP). 
CCP could provide various degrees of coverage required by some applications and maintain 
network connectivity at the same time. CCP is based on the k-coverage eligibility algorithm 
which is performed by each sensor to decide whether it should become active or not [23]. 
However, CCP requires that sensors known their positions and the sensor-scheduling 
mechanism used in CCP do not ensure that the number of active sensors is minimal. The 
complexity of the k-coverage eligibility algorithm is θ(d3), where d is the number of nodes in 
the largest sensing neighbor set. 

In [5], Yang et al. jointly addressed k-coverage problem (k-CS) and k-connected 
coverage problem (k-CCS) using the technique of integer programming (IP) and linear 
programming based on an approximation algorithm (LPA). The complexity of LPA is very 
high because it is dominated by the LP solver. The best performance of LPA is θ(d3) using 
Ye’s algorithm [24], where n is the number of variables. To overcome this limitation, Yang et 
al. have proposed a quasi-local approach called CKA (Cluster-Based k-CCS/k-CS Algorithm). 
CKA is a cluster-based algorithm which requires k iterations to select the active sensors. After 
each iteration, the cluster-heads selected are marked and removed from the network. These 
cluster-heads should be connected by gateway nodes which are also marked. However, the 
complexity of the proposed solution was still always high. It is θ(k*log3n). To improve the 
performance of CKA in terms of complexity, Yang et al. have proposed a local solution based 
on local information in 2-neighborhood, called PKA (Pruning-based k-CS/k-CCS Algorithm). 
In this algorithm, the authors have involved a priority that has an abstract aspect for selecting 
active sensors that should guarantee the area coverage. 

In [25], the authors have presented a protocol based on the dominating set to maintain 
area coverage, called ADS (Area Dominating Set Protocol). ADS is an improved version of 
DS and CDS that provide the node coverage. It consists to select a minimum number of 
sensors to ensure simultaneously the area coverage and network connectivity while saving 
energy. The complexity of the coverage algorithm used by ADS is θ(d3) because this 
algorithm is based on the CDS construction algorithm whose complexity is θ(d2). 

 

4. Cluster-based Scheduling Algorithm 

In the purpose to ensure the area coverage while prolonging network lifetime, we 
proposed a cluster-based distributed scheme called CSA_VS (Cluster-based Scheduling 
Algorithm – Virtual Sensor), which is used to allow each sensor to switch between active and 
sleep modes to save energy. Sensors are assumed that they have limited battery energy. 
Sensing, transmitting and receiving activities consume battery energy of a sensor, and thus 
limit the network lifetime. In our work, we determine the statute of all the deployed sensors 
to be either active or sleep based on their capabilities as well as the state durations, such that 
the network lifetime is maximized. In our context, the network lifetime is defined as the time 
duration starting from network set up to the time when the level of area coverage is lower 
than a certain threshold (90%). 
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CSA_VS selects the active sensors after the election of cluster-heads and the formation 
of clusters following the algorithm of self-organization presented in [4]. In this algorithm, we 
addressed the problem of node coverage while in CSA_VS we generalize this aspect and 
address the problem of area coverage. Furthermore, sensors that provide the area coverage 
would be chosen with a distributed manner and according to their weight by their 
corresponding cluster-heads. The weight of each sensor is a combination of the following 
parameters: k-density and residual energy, as presented in (Eq. 1). We used the k-density with 
k=2 not to weaken our algorithm of its performance and not to increase the overhead. The 
2-density of a node u represents the ratio between the number of links in its 2-hop 
neighborhood (links between u and its neighbors and links between two 2-hop neighbors of 
u) and 2-degree of u. We used the 2-density as parameter instead of 2-degree to generate 
homogeneous clusters and to favour the node that has the most 2-neighbors related to become 
cluster-head. The coefficient of each parameter can be chosen depending on the application. 
For example, in an application where the energy is critical we choose the sensor that has more 
energy to be cluster-head. Therefore, we assign to β a big enough value relatively to α. In our 
contribution, we attribute adequate values to the various coefficients in the purpose to 
generate stable clusters (α=0.5, β=0.5). 

( ) ( ) ( )uEnergyudensityuWeight *2* βα +−=              (1) 

With 1=+ βα  

CSA_VS is performed in two phases. The first phase is performed according to the 
following algorithmic scheme: 

- Ci: the number of the cluster (i), 
- N2(CH, Ci): the set of the cluster-head CH’s 2-neighbors belonging to the cluster Ci, 
- N1(CH, Ci): the set of the cluster-head CH’s 1-neighbors belonging to the cluster Ci, 
- Cover(Ci): the set of sensors in the cluster Ci that are placed in active mode to 

maintain the coverage area. 
- A sensor switches to active mode according to its weight. 

Pseudo-code of the algorithm CSA_VS 

For each cluster-head CH do 
- N2’(CH, Ci) = N2(CH, Ci) 
- Cover(Ci) = {CH} 

End for 
/* Switch to active mode the isolated 2-neighbors of CH and the CH's 1-neighbors that can cover these nodes  
While  ∃v | v∈N2’(CH, Ci)  ∧ ∃u∈N1(CH, Ci) |   v∈N1(u, Ci)  do 

- Cover(Ci) = Cover(Ci) ∪{u,v} 
- N2’(CH, Ci) = N2’(CH, Ci)/{v} 

End while 
While  N2’(CH, Ci) ≠ ∅ do 

- Choose u∈N1(CH, Ci):  
o Weight(u) = Max(Weight(ui): ui∈N1(CH, Ci))  
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- Cover(Ci) = Cover(Ci) ∪ {u} 
- Choose v∈N1(u, Ci): 

o Weight(v) = Max(Weight(vi): vi∈N1(u, Ci) ∧ vi∉N1(CH, Ci))  
 
For each  w∈N1(u) ∧ w∈N1(v) do 
       Cover(Ci) = Cover(Ci) ∪{w} 
End for 

- N2’(CH, Ci) = N2’(CH, Ci)/ N1(u, Ci) 
End while 

In the second phase, each active sensor classifies its 1-neighbors in ascending order of 
their weight. Then it checks the number of active sensors within its sensing area. Let t be the 
number of sensors in u’s sensing area. If t is less than the coverage degree k, u would switch 
to active mode (k-t) sensors with the greatest weight in its 1-neighborhood. Then, u would 
pass in idle mode k/2 sleeping sensors that have the greatest weight in its 1-neighborhood. 
These sensors could replace active sensors which may cease to operate before the expiry of 
the period Tactive of their activities. Moreover, once clusters are formed and active sensors are 
selected, the data communication phase begins where the active sensors periodically collect 
data and send it to their corresponding cluster-head. The cluster-head nodes aggregate the 
data from the cluster memberships and route the aggregated data packets over the 
pre-determined multi-hop paths to the sink. 

 

4.1. Virtual sensor and discretization of the monitored area 

The k-coverage problem is considered as a NP-hard problem. A first solution consists to 
find all regions shared by a certain number of sensors and verify that each region is covered 
by at least k sensors. However, geometric verification of all regions covered by a number of 
sensors is a complex task because there may exist many regions shared by several sensors 
whose number may reach in the worst case θ(n2). Moreover, it might be difficult to determine 
these regions. 

Our solution consists to discretize the area monitored in several regions and to choose a 
random position within every region. To verify the k-coverage of every chosen position, we 
suppose that the latter is a virtual sensor that can exchange the beacons or Hello messages 
with its neighborhood to know its degree and therefore the number of sensors that covers it. 
This number represents the coverage degree of the position. 

The algorithm associated to this approach is performed as follows: 

1. Discretize the area monitored in several squared regions. Let m the number of these 
regions.  

2. Generate a random point within every created region: by generation of random points 
using a uniform distribution function such as the generated points are uniformly 
distributed in the monitored area and their positions don't coincide with the already 
existing sensors or the already generated points. 
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3. Calculate the coverage degree of every virtual sensor generated. For that, it is 
sufficient to calculate the Euclidean distance between this sensor and every sensor 
deployed within the monitored area. 

4. Calculate the degree of area coverage:  the virtual degree of the area is equal to the 
minimal degree of the generated virtual sensors. 

Formally, let vi, i=1,…, m the generated virtual sensors and δ1(vi) their corresponding 
degrees. The k-coverage of the area A, noted Cover(A) is equal to the minimal degree of all 
virtual sensors. If Cover(A) is equal to zero (Cover(A) =0), then some holes exist within the 
area monitored and in this case the area coverage ratio is less than 100%. 

1. For each vi(xi,yi)  i=1,…, m: virtual sensors 
- Calculate δ1(vi) = |N1(vi)| where |N1(vi)| is the number of vi’s active neighbors. 

2. Calculate the area k-coverage Cover(A)  
- Cover(A) = Min{δ1(vi): i =1, ..., m }            

3. If Cover(A) is equal to zero, then some holes exist within the monitored area A, 
otherwise the degree of the area coverage is Cover(A). 

Particularly, to check the area 1-coverage, it suffices that there is at least one active 
sensor in the 1-neighborhood of each virtual sensor. 

 

4.2. Evaluation of the coverage ratio 

To calculate the coverage ratio θ(Cover(A)) of a specific area A, we decompose the area 
A in several regions and we generate random points within each region. Let m the number of 
points generated and Ref(vi) the set of these points. These generated points represent virtual 
sensors. Then, we determine the number of virtual sensors that have at least one active sensor 
in its neighborhood {vi: δ1(vi) > 0}. Thus, the coverage ratio of the area A is the ratio of the 
number of virtual sensors that have at least one active neighbor and the number of virtual 
sensors (Ref(vi)) (Eq. 2): 

( )( ) ( ){ }
( )i

ii

vf
vmiv

ACover Re
0/,...,1 1: >=

=
δ

θ             (2) 

The precision of coverage ratio θ(Cover(A)) depends on the number of generated points 
(Ref(vi)) and of their positions. 

Moreover, the evaluation of the area coverage ratio permits to improve CSA_VS 
performance and to overcome its limitations. Thus, if a virtual sensor doesn’t have any active 
neighbor, it performs its maintenance phase to improve the coverage ratio of the monitored 
area. For that, it activates the sensor that has the greatest weight among its neighbors which 
are in idle mode. We can generalize this process to ensure area k-coverage. 

 

5. Performance evaluation 
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In this section, we evaluated the ratio of the area coverage by CSA_VS for two degrees 
of coverage: 1-coverage and 2-coverage. Then, we compared the performance of CSA_VS to 
those algorithms LPA, PKA, and CKA presented in [5] in terms of number and percentage of 
active sensors. 

 

 

 

 

 

To evaluate the coverage ratio and the percentage of active sensors, we used a simulator 
written in C++, that we developed to avoid the noise caused by the other simulators because 
we assumed that communications are reliable and there are no corrupted messages. 

 

5.1. Context of the simulation evaluation 

To illustrate the impact of the density on the number and percentage of active sensors, we 
considered several network topologies. Each one includes n sensors having the same 
communication range Rc and the same sensing range Rs as Rc = 2 * Rs. Sensors are placed 
randomly in a 100m × 100m square area following a uniform distribution function, and the 
base station is placed outside the monitored area. Moreover, to show the effect of the link 
density on CSA_VS’s performance, we used two distinct sensing ranges 20m and 40m. For 
each configuration, the simulations are repeated 100 times to calculate the average value of 
each performance criterion. Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters used. 

 

5.2. Results analysis 

In this section, we present and we analyze the performance of the algorithm CSA_VS. 

5.2.1. Coverage ratio versus number of deployed sensors 

To determine the ratio of the area coverage guaranteed by CSA_VS, we have randomly 
generated 100 reference positions within the 100 created regions and we checked if they are 
covered or not. Therefore, we used several network topologies with distinct densities to 
illustrate the impact of density on the ratio coverage. Moreover, we used two distinct sensing 
ranges to illustrate the effect of the link density. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameters Values

Surface of the monitored region 100m x 100m 

Number of sensors 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 

Sensing range (Rs) 20m, 40m 
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Figure 1 shows an example of deployment of 500 random sensors in a 100m × 100m 
square area. 
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Figure 2 shows that the 1-coverage ratio provided by CSA_VS is 99, 1% when the 
number of sensors is 100 if the sensing range is 20m, and it reaches 100% (full coverage of 
the monitored area) when the number of sensors exceeds 100. However, the 2-coverage ratio 
provided by CSA_VS is 98, 2% when the number of sensors is 100 and it reaches 100% 
when the number of sensors exceeds 300. Besides, we noticed that the 1-coverage ratio and 
the 2-coverage ratio ensured by CSA_VS is always 100% when the sensing range is 40m. 

5.2.2. Evaluation of the coverage degree 

To determine the number of active sensors and the coverage degree k versus the sensing 
range, we have even used two distinct sensing ranges Rs = 20m and Rs = 40m to illustrate the 
impact of the link density on the performance of CSA_VS. We have evaluated the coverage 
degrees for k = 2 and k = 3. 

Figure 1. An example of random deployment of 500 sensors 

Figure 2. Coverage ratio 
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(a) Figure 3. Evaluation of the number  
   of active sensors 

(b) Figure 3. Evaluation of the percentage 
of active sensors 

(a) Figure 4. Evaluation of the number 
    of active sensors

(b) Figure 4. Evaluation of the percentage  
            of active sensors 
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Figures 3(a) and 3(b) compare respectively the number and the percentage of active 
sensors to ensure the full 2-coverage of the monitored area when the sensing range is 20m.  
We noted that CSA_VS implies a minimal number of sensors to ensure the full area 
2-coverage compared to PKA and LPA. Moreover, CSA_VS provides better results in terms 
of percentage of active sensors. Indeed, when the number of sensors deployed increases, the 
percentage of active sensors greatly decreases. On the other hand, LPA implies more that 
50% of deployed sensors for area 2-coverage. 
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Moreover, Figures 3(a), 3(b), 4(a) and 4(b) show the effect of the link density on the 
number of active sensors. Thus, when the sensing range of sensors increases the number of 
active sensors decreases except in LPA which is centralized. These results also show that the 
quasi-local aspect of CSA_VS has good effects on its performance. On the other hand, the 
high network density has a negative impact on the performance of LPA because when the 
density increases the maximum degree of a node increases which will affect the ratio 1/(1+Δ) 
where Δ is the maximum network degree and therefore the cardinality of the set containing 
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(b) Figure 6. Evaluation of the percentage  
of active sensors 

(b) Figure 5. Evaluation of the percentage  
of active sensors 

(a) Figure 5. Evaluation of the number 
   of active sensors 

(a) Figure 6. Evaluation of the number  
    of active sensors 

the active nodes increases. 
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In the figures 5(a), 5(b), 6(a) and 6(b), we compared CSA_VS to PKA and CKA which 
has the same aspect as CSA_VS. The results showed that CSA_VS provides better results 
than CKA for a high degree of coverage in terms of number of active nodes when the number 
of nodes in the network is less than 300 while CKA slightly exceeds CSA_SV when the 
network becomes dense. However, the authors in [5] have not checked that the coverage ratio 
is 100%, unlike CSA_VS that provides the full coverage of the monitored area with the 
results presented in these various figures. 

 

6. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we addressed the k-coverage problem because in some applications, it is 
possible that some locations called sensitive regions in the monitored area are more important 
than others and need to be covered by more sensors to achieve fault tolerance and to deal 
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with erroneous measurements collected by the sensors. The solution proposed can test 
whether a point within the monitored area is k-covered or not. To check k-coverage of this 
point, we apply the algorithm CSA_VS and verify if each virtual sensor has at least k active 
sensors in its neighborhood. 

The work presented in this paper has helped to ensure full coverage of the monitored area, 
involving a minimum number of sensors. As a result, energy consumption is minimized and 
therefore network lifetime will be extended. To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, 
we have compared the results obtained by this algorithm to the results provided by other 
efficient algorithms described in the literature. We have shown that CSA_VS implies a lower 
number of active sensors for area coverage compared to LPA, PKA, and CKA. Thus, the 
quasi-local aspect of CSA_VS and the periodic selection of active sensors according to the 
k-density and the remaining energy of sensors enabled CSA_VS to provide good results. 

In future work, we propose to deal with the coverage problem in a mobile environment 
and to study the complexity of our contributions and compare it to those of the other 
protocols. Besides, we quantify the energy consumption and compare it to those of the other 
protocols. 
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